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Dogtown Road – Indian Creek Bridge Improvement Project – Construction Noise Analysis
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PURPOSE OF THIS MEMORANDUM
The Construction Noise Analysis Memorandum documents the potential noise impacts associated with the
construction of the new Dogtown Road Bridge over Indian Creek on nearby sensitive receptors.
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Calaveras County, in coordination with the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) propose to
replace the existing Dogtown Road Bridge (Bridge Number 30C-0050) over Indian Creek. Dogtown Road
is a rural two-way, 16-foot wide minor collector in rolling/mountainous terrain in Calaveras County. The
road has a weekday traffic volume of approximately 100 vehicles per day. The existing bridge crosses
Indian Creek approximately 4 miles east of State Route 49 or by road, approximately 6.5 miles north of
State Route 4.
As indicated in the Caltrans Bridge Inspection Report, the bridge has a sufficiency rating of 69.1 and has
been classified as functionally obsolete due to insufficient width as well as scoured and exposed foundations
resulting from debris buildup. As a result, the bridge has been recommended for replacement.
Dogtown Road Bridge over Indian Creek is a two-span bridge built in 1930 and consists of a two-span
continuous reinforced concrete slab with metal beam guard railings attached to a concrete barrier. The
existing bridge is approximately 30 feet long and 20 feet wide.
The project will replace the existing bridge over Indian Creek with a new structure. The new structure
will be approximately 110 feet long and 27 feet wide. The structure will accommodate two 10-foot travel
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lanes with 2-foot shoulders and barrier rails. The new bridge will be a three-span cast-in-place reinforced
concrete slab supported on two pier walls and end diaphragm abutments on spread footings. The local
vicinity map and general site plan are shown in attached Exhibits 1 and 2, respectively.
Construction of the bridge will involve excavation for and construction of concrete abutments supported
on spread footings. Temporary falsework will be required in Indian Creek during construction in order to
temporarily support the superstructure concrete until it reaches strength Roadway approaches to the
bridge will be constructed approximately 400 feet to the north and south of the proposed structure to
conform to the existing roadway profile. Construction of the roadway approaches will involve the
removal of existing pavement, and the placement of fill material, aggregate base and hot mix asphalt
pavement. Metal beam guardrails will be placed at the approaches to proposed bridge barriers.
The profile and length of the bridge will be based upon a hydraulic analysis and established, such that
the bridge would allow 2 feet of freeboard over the 100-year water surface elevation, which complies
with Calaveras County Code of Ordinances Section 12.02.210(F) and Caltrans requirements..
As is standard with all roadway projects, the contractor will be required to install temporary Best
Management Practices (BMPs) to control any runoff or erosion from the project site, into the surrounding
waterways. These temporary BMPs will be installed prior to any construction operations and will be in
place for the duration of the contract. The removal of these BMPs will be the final operation, along with
the project site cleanup.
The crossing at Indian Creek must remain open during construction because no reasonable detour exists.
Construction will be staged in order to maintain traffic operations during construction. During the first
stage, a portion of the new bridge will be constructed on the west side of the road and traffic will remain
on the existing structure with a 12-foot travel way using one-way temporary stop control. During the
second phase, traffic will shift to the new structure, which will have a 12-foot lane opening for one-way
traffic using a one-way temporary stop control. The remainder of the existing bridge will then be removed
and the remainder of the new structure will be completed. This will allow the existing structure to remain
in place and serve traffic during construction of the new bridge.
REGULATORY SETTING
23 CFR 772
23 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 772 provides procedures for preparing operational and construction
noise studies and evaluating noise abatement considered for federal and federal-aid highway projects.
Under 23 CFR 772.7, projects are categorized as Type I, Type II, or Type III projects. The Federal
Highway Administration (FHWA) defines a Type I project as a proposed federal or federal-aid highway
project for the construction of a highway on a new location, or the physical alteration of an existing highway
where there is either a substantial horizontal or substantial vertical alteration, or one that increases the
number of through-traffic lanes. A substantial horizontal alteration is defined as one that halves the distance
between the traffic noise source and the closest receptor between the existing condition compared to the
future build condition. A Type II project is a noise barrier retrofit project that involves no changes to
highway capacity or alignment. A Type III project is a project that does not meet the classifications of a
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Type I or Type II project. Type III projects do not require a highway traffic noise impact analysis. This
project meets the criteria for a Type III project established in 23 CFR 772. Therefore, the project requires
no analysis for highway traffic noise impacts. Calaveras County acknowledges that a noise analysis is
required if changes to the proposed project results in reclassification to a Type I project.
Caltrans
California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) Standard Specification Section 14-8.02, “Noise
Control,” and Caltrans Standard Special Provisions S5-310, “Noise Control” state that noise levels
generated during construction shall comply with applicable local, state, and federal regulations. These
regulations also require that the nighttime noise level from the contractor’s operations, between the hours of
9:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m., shall not exceed 86 dBA at a distance of 50 ft. In addition, the contractor shall be
required to equip each internal combustion engine with the manufacturer-recommended muffler and shall
not operate any internal combustion engine on the job site without the appropriate muffler.
Calaveras County Noise Ordinance
Calaveras County regulates noise related to construction activities through Chapter 9.02 Noise Control of its
Noise Ordinance.1 According to the Noise Ordinance, noise from construction activity is exempt from the
County’s noise performance standards provided that all construction in or adjacent to residential areas shall
be limited to the daytime hours between 7:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m., unless otherwise subject to conditions in a
valid discretionary land use permit that addresses construction noise associated with the project. The
County does not have any established performance standards regarding groundborne vibration levels due to
construction activities. Therefore, for purposes of this analysis, the construction vibration impact criteria of
the Federal Transit Administration2 will be utilized. For example, the vibration damage impact criteria for
buildings constructed of non-engineered timber or masonry is 0.2 Peak Particle Velocity (PPV) inches per
second.

FUNDAMENTALS OF NOISE AND VIBRATION
Noise is usually defined as unwanted sound. Noise consists of any sound that may produce physiological or
psychological damage and/or interfere with communication, work, rest, recreation, or sleep. Several noise
measurement scales exist that are used to describe noise in a particular location. A decibel (dB) is a unit of
measurement that indicates the relative intensity of a sound. The 0 point on the dB scale is based on the
lowest sound level that the healthy, unimpaired human ear can detect. Changes of 3 dB or less are only
perceptible in laboratory environments. Audible increases in noise levels generally refer to a change of 3 dB
or more, as this level has been found to be barely perceptible to the human ear in outdoor environments.
Sound levels in dB are calculated on a logarithmic basis. An increase of 10 dB represents a 10-fold increase
in acoustic energy, while 20 dB is 100 times more intense, and 30 dB is 1,000 times more intense. Each 10
dB increase in sound level is perceived as approximately a doubling of loudness.

1
2

Calaveras County, 2013. Calaveras County Code. December 10.
Federal Transit Administration, 2006. Transit Noise and Vibration Impact Assessment. May.
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Sound intensity is normally measured through the A-weighted sound level (dBA). This scale gives greater
weight to the frequencies of sound to which the human ear is most sensitive. The A-weighted sound level is
the basis for a number of various sound level metrics, including the day/night sound level (Ldn) and the
Community Noise Equivalent Level (CNEL), both of which represent how humans are more sensitive to
sound at night.3 In addition, the equivalent continuous sound level (Leq) is the average sound energy of timevarying noise over a sample period and the Lmax is the maximum instantaneous noise level occurring over a
sample period.
Construction Noise Fundamentals
Noise levels generated by individual pieces of construction equipment and specific construction operations
form the basis for the prediction of construction-related noise levels. Two types of sources generate noise
during construction activities: Stationary Equipment and Mobile Equipment. Stationary equipment consists
of equipment that generates noise from one general area and includes items such as pumps, generators,
compressors, etc. These types of equipment operate at a constant noise level under normal operation and are
classified as non-impact equipment. Other types of stationary equipment such as pile drivers, jackhammers,
pavement breakers, and blasting operations produce variable and sporadic noise levels and often produce
impact-type noises. Impact equipment is equipment that generates impulsive noise, where impulsive noise
is defined as noise of short duration (generally less than one second), high intensity, abrupt onset, rapid
decay, and often rapidly changing spectral composition. For impact equipment, the noise is produced by the
impact of a mass on a surface, typically repeating over time. Mobile equipment such as bulldozers,
scrapers, graders, loaders, and mobile cranes may operate in a cyclic fashion in which a period of full power
is followed by a period of reduced power. Other equipment, such as compressors, although generally
considered to be stationary when operating, can be readily located to another location for the next operation.
Table A shows typical noise levels of construction equipment as measured at a distance of 50 feet from the
operating equipment.
During construction of a project, noise from construction activities may intermittently dominate the noise
environment in the immediate area of construction. Two types of short-term noise impacts typically occur
during construction of a project. The first type includes noise generated by construction crew commutes and
the transport of construction equipment and materials to and from a project site. This activity would
incrementally increase noise levels on access roads (or roadways in the vicinity) leading to a project site.
Typically, pieces of heavy equipment would be moved on-site to a construction staging area and would
remain for the duration of each necessary construction phase. This equipment would not add to the daily
traffic volume on roadways in the vicinity of a project.
The second type of short-term noise impact is related to noise generated during on-site construction.
Specifically for the proposed project, bridge construction is performed in discrete steps; each step of bridge
3

Ldn is the 24-hour A-weighted average sound level from midnight to midnight, obtained after the addition of 10
decibels to sound levels occurring in the night between 10:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m. CNEL is the 24-hour A-weighted
average sound level from midnight to midnight, obtained after the addition of 5 decibels to sound levels occurring
in the evening from 7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. and after the addition of 10 decibels to sound levels occurring in the
night between 10:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m. Source: Harris, Cyril M. 1998. Handbook of Acoustical Measurement and Noise
Control.
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replacement has its own mix of equipment and, consequently, its own noise characteristics. These various
construction operations would change the character of the noise generated at the project site and, therefore,
the noise levels as construction progresses.

Table A: Typical Construction Equipment Maximum Noise Levels, Lmax
Impact Device? (Yes/No)

Specification Maximum Sound Levels
for Analysis (dBA at 50 feet)

Pickup Truck

No

55

Pumps

No

77

Air Compressors

No

80

Backhoe

No

80

Front‐End Loaders

No

80

Portable Generators

No

82

Dump Truck

No

84

Tractors

No

84

Auger Drill Rig

No

85

Concrete Mixer Truck

No

85

Cranes

No

85

Dozers

No

85

Excavators

No

85

Graders

No

85

Jackhammers

Yes

85

Man Lift

No

85

Paver

No

85

Pneumatic Tools

No

85

Rollers

No

85

Scrapers

No

85

Concrete/Industrial Saws

No

90

Impact Pile Driver

Yes

95

Vibratory Pile Driver

No

95

Type of Equipment

Source: FHWA, 2006. Highway Construction Noise Handbook, August.

Ground-borne Vibration Fundamentals
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Vibrating objects in contact with the ground radiate vibration waves through various soil and rock strata to
the foundations of nearby buildings. When assessing annoyance from groundborne noise, vibration is
typically expressed as root mean square (rms) velocity in units of decibels of 1 micro-inch per second. To
distinguish vibration levels from noise levels, the unit is written as “VdB.”
In extreme cases, excessive groundborne vibration has the potential to cause structural damage to buildings.
Common sources of groundborne vibration include construction activities such as blasting, pile driving and
operating heavy earthmoving equipment. However, construction vibration impacts on building structures
are generally assessed in terms of peak particle velocity (PPV). Therefore, for purposes of this analysis,
project related impacts are expressed in terms of PPV. Typical vibration source levels from construction
equipment are shown in Table B.

Table B: Vibration Levels of Construction Equipment
PPV at 25 Feet (inches/second)

RMS Velocity in Decibels (VdB)
at 25 Feet

Water Trucks

0.001

57

Scraper

0.002

58

Bulldozer – small

0.003

58

Jackhammer

0.035

79

Concrete Mixer

0.046

81

Concrete Pump

0.046

81

Paver

0.046

81

Pickup Truck

0.046

81

Auger Drill Rig

0.051

82

Backhoe

0.051

82

Crane (Mobile)

0.051

82

Excavator

0.051

82

Grader

0.051

82

Loader

0.051

82

Loaded Trucks

0.076

86

Bulldozer ‐ Large

0.089

87

Caisson drilling

0.089

87

Vibratory Roller (small)

0.101

88

Compactor

0.138

90

Clam shovel drop

0.202

94

Vibratory Roller (large)

0.210

94

Construction Equipment
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Pile Driver (impact‐typical)

0.644

104

Pile Driver (impact‐upper range)

1.518

112

Source: Compilation of scientific and academic literature, generated by FTA and FHWA.

EXISTING CONDITIONS
The proposed project is located in rural Calaveras County, approximately 4.4 miles north of the
communities of Altaville and Angels Camp, and approximately 4 miles east of State Route 49. The project
site consists of approximately 0.1 mile of existing Dogtown Road roadway at Indian Creek, which includes
the existing bridge and approaching roadway. The bridge has an Average Daily Traffic (ADT) of
approximately 100 vehicles per day. The area immediately surrounding the bridge includes aquatic and
riparian habitat, livestock grazed areas, disturbed areas, and oak woodlands. The closest rural residence is
located approximately 80 feet to the west of the project construction limits as measured from the edge of the
residential building. Exhibit 3 shows the location of the nearest sensitive receptor.

CONSTRUCTION NOISE AND VIBRATION IMPACT ASSESSMENT
The following provides an assessment of construction noise and ground-borne vibration impacts due to
implementation of the proposed project.
Construction Noise Impact Assessment
Construction would take several months; for the purposes of environmental analysis, it is assumed that
project construction would occur over 6 to 8 months.
As noted in the fundamentals of noise discussion, two types of short-term noise impacts could occur during
the construction of the proposed project. First, construction crew commutes and the transport of
construction equipment and materials to the site for the project would incrementally increase noise levels on
access roads leading to the site. The projected construction traffic would be short-term, consisting of
construction worker commutes and delivery/removal of construction equipment, causing intermittent noise
nuisance (passing trucks at 50 feet would generate up to a maximum of 86 dBA Lmax). The associated shortterm noise increase along Dogtown Road and at the nearest sensitive receptors along this roadway would be
perceptible; however, such a noise increase would be instantaneous and short-term as a truck passes by. A
steady increase in the ambient noise level in the project area would not occur due to construction workers
and equipment arriving and departing from the project site along Dogtown Road. Therefore, short-term
construction-related impacts associated with worker commute and equipment transport to the project site
would be less than significant.
The second type of short-term noise impact is related to noise generated during bridge construction. Bridge
construction would be performed in discrete steps; each step of bridge replacement has its own mix of
equipment and, consequently, its own noise characteristics. These various construction operations
would change the character of the noise generated at the project site and, therefore, the ambient noise level
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as construction progresses. The loudest phase of construction is the excavation and site preparation phase as
the noisiest construction equipment is earthmoving equipment. This phase of construction is expected to use
the following types of equipment (with their estimated noise level as measured at 50 feet from the operating
equipment): backhoe (80 dBA Lmax); mobile crane (85 dBA Lmax); dozer (85 dBA Lmax); scraper (85 dBA
Lmax); excavator (85 dBA Lmax); dump truck (84 dBA Lmax); grader (85 dBA Lmax); and, front-end loader (80
dBA Lmax).
Bridge construction would first involve the construction of one lane of the new bridge west of the existing
bridge. Construction would then shift traffic from the existing bridge to the new bridge. The remaining
portion of the old bridge would then be demolished and the remaining portion of the new bridge and
approaches would be completed. The closest rural residence to the project construction boundary is located
approximately 80 feet west of the project construction limits. The maximum wort-case construction noise
levels at this residential land use would be 86 dBA Lmax.
According to Caltrans Standard Specification Section 14-8.02, “Noise Control,” and also by Caltrans
Standard Special Provisions S5-310, “Noise Control,” noise levels generated during construction shall
comply with applicable local, state, and federal regulations. According to the County’s Noise Ordinance,
noise from construction activity is exempt from the County’s noise performance standards provided that all
construction in or adjacent to residential areas shall be limited to the daytime hours between 7:00 a.m. and
6:00 p.m. Therefore, the following abatement/mitigation measures shall be implemented to comply with
Caltrans and County construction noise regulations:


The construction contractor shall comply with all local sound control and noise level rules,
regulations, and ordinances that apply to any work performed pursuant to the contract;



Each internal combustion engine, used for any purpose on the job or related to the job, shall be
equipped with a muffler of a type recommended by the manufacturer. No internal combustion
engine shall be operated without a muffler;



The use of loud sound signals shall be avoided in favor of light warnings except those required by
safety laws for the protection of personnel;



During all demolition or construction phases of the project, the construction contractor shall limit all
on-site noise-producing activities to the hours of 7:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. daily; and,



As directed by Caltrans and the County, the construction contractor shall implement appropriate
additional noise mitigation measures, including changing the location of stationary construction
equipment, turning off idling equipment, rescheduling construction activity, notifying adjacent
residents in advance of construction work, and installing acoustic barriers around stationary
construction noise sources if needed.

Construction Vibration Impact Assessment
During development of the proposed project, construction equipment such as cranes, excavators, graders,
loaders backhoes, and bulldozers would operate over 80 feet from the closest sensitive receptor located
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northwest of the project site. At this distance, all groundborne vibration levels from operation of heavy
construction equipment on the project site would attenuate to well below the FTA vibration damage impact
criteria of 0.2 PPV for buildings of non-engineered timber or masonry construction. Therefore, construction
related ground-borne vibration impacts would be less-than-significant with implementation of the proposed
project.
CONCLUSION
Implementation of the proposed project would result in less-than-significant impacts on nearby sensitive
receptors from construction related ground-borne vibration. However, in order to ensure compliance with
Caltrans and County construction noise standards, implementation of the above recommended construction
noise mitigation measures (including construction best management practices and restrictions on permissible
hours of construction) would be required.

Prepared By: ___________________________________ Date: _6/2/2016________
Philip Ault, Noise & Air Quality Scientist
First Carbon Solutions
7265 N. First Street, Suite 101
Fresno, CA 93720
Approved By: ___________________________________ Date: ____________
Mark Davis, P.E., Associate Civil Engineer
Project Manager
891 Mountain Ranch Road
San Andreas, CA 95249

Attachments:

Exhibit 1: Local Vicinity Map
Exhibit 2: Project Design
Exhibit 3: Nearest Sensitive Receptors
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